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DFT study of the growth mechanism of Atomic Layer Deposited Zn3N2 thin film applied as a 

channel layer of TFT. 
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Atomic Layer Deposition of Zn3N2 Thin Films: 

Growth Mechanism and Application in Thin Film 

Transistor  

Soumyadeep Sinhaa, Devika Choudhurya, Gopalan Rajaramanb and Shaibal K. 
Sarkara,*  

In this paper we present Atomic layer deposition (ALD) of zinc nitride thin films using diethylzinc (DEZ) 

and ammonia (NH3). Density Functional Theory (DFT) approaches is used to calculate the atomistic 

reaction pathway. The self-limiting growth characteristic is verified at 315oC. Saturated growth rate is 

found to be 0.9Å per ALD cycle. The as deposited films are found polycrystalline with preferential 

orientation in {321} direction. The performance of the material is further investigated as channel layer in 

Thin Film Transistor (TFT) application. 

1. Introduction 

Zinc nitride is a n-type semiconductor having low electron 

effective mass1 (ca. 0.29m0, where m0 is the free electron mass) 

and high carrier mobility (156 cm2/Vs)1, 2 with large breakdown 

voltage3. Additionally, it poses wide direct bandgap and high 

refractive index (2.2 – 2.4)4, 5. These unique combinations of 

electrical and optical properties render Zinc Nitride as a 

prospective transparent conductor. Though not studied 

extensively but lately its application in sensors6 and thin film 

transistor (TFT)2, 7 has drawn considerable attention. 

 Variety of techniques are used to deposit zinc nitride thin 

films. Although gas phase depositions are moderately common 

but a few reports on solution phase electrodeposition also exist3, 

8, 9. It is well documented that the synthesis processes3, 9-11 

largely dictates the material properties of Zn3N2. For example, 

the first report on Zn3N2 synthesis described it as a black 

powder in 194012. In contrast, techniques like MOCVD1, 13 and 

Reactive Sputtering5, 7, 10 commonly results in stoichiometric 

Zn3N2 with cubic anti-bixbyite crystal structure and direct 

bandgap of 3.2 eV.  

 During the last decade, Atomic Later Deposition (ALD) has 

emerged as a preferred technology for pin-hole free, conformal 

thin film deposition14, 15. Its self-limiting growth characteristics 

provide good control over the films thickness. Though 

previously it was mostly used to deposit gate dielectrics14, 16, 17, 

lately it is being explored as an universal thin film deposition 

tool. Variety of materials including metals, composites, 

polymer and even thin films of hybrid materials18, 19 are 

deposited by ALD. 

 Different metal nitrides such as tantalum nitride20, tungsten 

nitride21, aluminum nitride22, molybdenum nitride23, titanium 

nitride24 also have been reported by ALD using different metal 

precursors and ammonia or hydrazine as the nitrogen source. 

Recently, we have also reported the ALD of zinc nitride thin 

films25 using diethylzinc (DEZ) and ammonia (NH3) as the two 

ALD precursors. 

 In this paper, we report a detailed understanding of the 

atomistic mechanism occurring during the reaction of 

diethylzinc and ammonia, studied using density functional 

theory (DFT). Growth characterestics that follow the self-

limiting deposition criteria are verified experimentally at 

315oC. As deposited films are found to be polycrystalline with 

preferential orientation along {321} direction. Promising 

performance of the ALD grown zinc nitride film as the channel 

layer in bottom-gate type TFTs is obtained. 

2. Experimental details 

2.1 Material deposition 

Zinc nitride thin films were deposited in a hot wall viscous flow 

ALD reactor on quartz and Si substrates at 315°C. Diethylzinc 

(DEZ; Aldrich) as the zinc source and ammonia (NH3; 

99.99994%) as the nitrogen source were used as precursors.  

Ultra high purity of N2 gas was used as both carrier and purge 

gas. A continuous flow (200 sccm) of N2 was used to keep the 

base pressure constant at 1 torr to ensure a laminar flow inside 

the reactor. Unless specified otherwise, the partial pressure of 

the DEZ and NH3 exposure was kept at 0.05 and 1.6-2.0 torr s 

respectively. During the course of the film deposition, reactant 

exposure and purging time sequences were maintained by m*t1-

t2-n*t3-t4. Here t1 and t3 are the pulsing time for DEZ and NH3 

dose, t2 and t3 are the purging time, set invariably to 40 sec, 
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while m and n are the number of exposures for DEZ and NH3 

respectively.  

 
Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of Zn3N2 TFT with bottom-gate configuration. 

2.2 Reaction Mechanism 

DFT calculations were performed at room temperature to 

understand the atomistic reaction mechanism between 

diethylzinc and NH3. Surface similar to the as grown ALD film 

was modelled using clusters representing the surface sites 

during proposed half surface reactions. All calculations were 

performed using Gaussian 0926 program with B3LYP 

functional27, 28 and a mixture of basis sets. LANL2 effective 

core potential and LANL2DZ basis set28 was used to describe 

Zn while all other atoms were described using 6-31G basis 

set28-31 Structures corresponding to reactants, intermediate 

complex states, transition states and products were optimized 

and frequency calculations were carried out for locating and 

understanding the nature of the stationary points. All reported 

energies include the zero point energy obtained from 

calculations. 

2.3 Material characterisations 

The self-limiting behavior of the zinc nitride ALD for the DEZ 

exposure was examined by ex situ X-Ray reflectivity (XRR) 

measurements. For thickness measurement, 400 ALD cycles of 

Zn3N2 was deposited on Si substrate at 315°C. GlobalFit 

software was used to fit the experimentally acquired XRR data 

to obtain the film properties. Native SiO2 on Si of thickness ca. 

1-2 nm was taken into consideration into the model. 

 The crystal structure of the as deposited films was 

investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern. For XRD 

measurement films with ca. 70 nm thickness were deposited on 

quartz substrates. The XRR and XRD measurements were 

carried out using Rigaku Smartlab X-ray diffractometer 

equipped with Cu-Kα source (1.54Å). 

 Field emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was 

carried out in ZEISS Ultra-55 Scanning Electron Microscope to 

investigate the surface morphology of the deposited film. A 

film of 500 ALD cycles under saturated pulsing condition at 

315 °C was grown on glass substrate for this purpose.

 Optical property of the films deposited on glass substrates 

was studied by the UV-Vis absorption spectra measurement 

using PerkinElmer LAMBDA UV/Vis/NIR 

Spectrophotometers-950. 

 Electrical properties of the as deposited films were 

investigated with the Ecopia HMS-5000 Hall effect 

measurement system using Van der Pauw four-point probe 

configuration. Approx. 50 nm of zinc nitride films were 

deposited on glass substrates for these measurements. 

 
Fig. 2 (a) Reaction pathway and calculated energies for reaction of DEZ on Zn-
NH* surface site. Calculations was done with Zn(NH2)2 cluster. The stationary 
points correspond to (1+2) Zn-NH + DEZ, (Complex 1) C2H5ZnC2H5 complex, 
(TS1) C2H6 formation transition state and (3+4) NH2ZnNH-C2H5 + C2H6 state. (b) 
Reaction pathways and calculated energies for reaction of NH3 on Zn-CH3

* 
reaction surface site. Zn(CH3)2 cluster was used for calculations. The stationary 
points correspond to (1’+2’) Zn-CH2-CH3 + NH3, (Complex 2) NH3 complex, 

(TS2) C2H6 formation transition state and (3’+4’) C2H5ZnNH2 + C2H6 state 

2.4 Fabrication of Thin film transistor (TFT)  

The bottom-gate configuration zinc nitride TFTs were 

fabricated on moderately conducting (<0.005 Ω-cm) n-type Si 

substrate, which was also used as gate electrode. Figure 1 

shows the structural view of zinc nitride TFT. Si substrates 

were cleaned with IPA, rinsed in DI water, and blow-dried with 

N2. The SiO2 native oxide layer was removed by dipping the Si 

substrate in hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution prior to use.  

 300 nm thick Al2O3 was deposited on Si as gate insulating 

layer by ALD32, 33 at 250°C using trimethylaluminum (TMA) 

and water (H2O) as the two precursors for Al and O 

respectively. Zinc nitride film of ca. 50 nm thick was then 

deposited as the active channel layer on Al2O3/n-Si substrate at 

315°C under the saturated pulse condition. Following that, a 

wet etching process of zinc nitride and alumina was introduced 

(a) 

(b) 
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to isolate the active device area. Dilute hydrochloric acid (HCl) 

and dilute hydrofluoric acid (HF) solutions were used for the 

wet etching of Zn3N2 and Al2O3 films respectively. Ag metal 

contacts were deposited through a shadow mask by thermal 

evaporation as source/drain top electrodes. The active channel 

layer of the Zn3N2 TFT had a width (W) of 3800 µm and a 

length (L) of 200 µm. The current-voltage characteristics of the 

TFT device were measured using a semiconductor parameter 

analyzer (Keithley, 4200-SCS). 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1 Study of the reaction chemistry by the DFT 

Earlier reports of DFT calculations of various compounds have 

shown that calculated energies of reaction mechanisms were 

closely similar irrespective of the size of cluster used34-36. 

 The energy differences between calculations using large and 

small clusters have often found to be negligible. Thus, in order 

to keep our study simplistic, only smaller clusters are described 

here assuming larger clusters will provide similar results. 

Zn(NH2)2 and Zn(C2H5)2 clusters were used to represent Zn-

NH* and Zn-CH2CH3
* reactive surface sites respectively for the 

two ALD half reactions. 

 The potential energy surface (PES) of Zn(NH2)2 and 

Zn(C2H5)2 representing the 1st half reaction on Zn-NH* surface 

site is shown in figure 2 (a). As seen from figure 2 (a), DEZ (2) 

molecule first adsorbs on the Zn-NH*(1) surface site, in an 

exothermic reaction of -61.2 KJ/mol forming complex1. Next, 

one ethyl group (-C2H5) of DEZ couples with a H atom of the –

NH surface site through a transition state (TS1) with an 

activation barrier of 138.5 KJ/mol relative to the intermediate 

complex1 to form ethylene (C2H6), which subsequently desorbs 

from the surface.  The formation of the products 

[NH2ZnNH(ZnCH2CH3)] (3) and C2H6 (4) of the proposed 1st 

half reaction has an exothermicity of 33.2 KJ/mol relative to the 

complex 1 formed. That the overall reaction is exothermic by 

94.4KJ/mol relative to the reactants suggest that the proposed 

half reaction is thermodynamically favourable. 

 The reaction of DEZ with Zn-NH* in the first half result in 

the formation of Zn-CH2CH3
* surface sites which behaves as 

the starting point for the second half reaction. The second half 

reaction of NH3 with [ZnNH(C2H5)]
* proceeds in a similar 

mechanism as that of first half reaction depicted in the PES 

shown in figure 2 (b). NH3 adsorbs molecularly on a Zn(C2H5)* 

surface site to form a complex (complex 2) in an exothermic 

reaction of 22.4 KJ/mol. The by-product of C2H6 is then formed 

by the transfer of a H atom from NH3 to one C2H5 ligand with a 

barrier of 108.3 KJ/mol relative to the intermediate complex 2. 

This C2H6 subsequently desorbs resulting in an overall 

exothermic reaction of 91.5 KJ/mol relative to the reactants.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Growth rate per cycle as a function of number of DEZ pulses for constant 
number of NH3 pulses (Self-limiting characteristics) for the zinc nitride ALD at 
315°C. (Inset) X-ray reflectivity measurement data and fitting of the film grown 

on Si substrate with (1, 4) pulse sequence. 

 Single point energies calculated at the stationary points of 

the optimized structures thus result in thermodynamically 

favourable half surface reactions between DEZ and NH3 acting 

as the Zn and N source respectively. The proposed deposition 

chemistry of zinc nitride ALD therefore can be expressed by 

the two separate surface limited half-reactions:25 

 

The high barrier potential during each half surface reaction 

indicates the necessity of higher temperature to carry out film 

growth. Thus 315°C deposition temperature reported here 

overcomes the large activation barrier during the reaction.  It 

has also been found that the reaction between NH3 and –NH* 

and that between DEZ and –CH3* result in endothermicity with 

high activation barriers. High activation barriers during same 

surface site reactions were seen earlier in the DFT calculation 

of ALD silicon nitride as well.36 Such reactions are thus 

thermodynamically and kinetically unstable demonstrating the 

self limiting nature of Zn3N2 ALD growth.  

3.2 Self-limiting behaviour study by the XRR measurement 

Figure 3 shows the growth rate per ALD cycle as a function of 

number of DEZ pulses with a constant 4 pulses of NH3 

exposure at 315°C. As reported earlier that the said dosage of 

NH3 results in surface saturation25. To determine the film 

thickness, XRR measurements were performed. Figure 3 (inset) 

shows a representative experimentally obtained Kiessig fringes 

along with the fitting for the film deposited with the pulse 

sequence as 1*1s-40s-4*1s-40s at 315°C. It is clear that the 

growth rate per cycle initially increases with increasing number 

of DEZ doses and then reaches a plateau. Beyond this, any 

further increase of the reactant dosages has little effect on the 

net growth. This confirms the self-saturation behavior of the 

zinc nitride ALD for DEZ. Thus a saturated growth rate of ca. 
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0.9 Å per cycle was found with a ALD deposition sequence of 

4*1s-40s-4*1s-40s.  

3.3 Structural characterisation 

Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the X-Ray diffraction pattern of ca. 

60 nm thick as deposited film grown at 315°C under saturated 

dose condition.  While the θ-2θ scan probes planes that are 

perpendicular to the substrate, on the contrary, the grazing 

angle incidence with parallel beam geometry mostly determine 

surface crystalline phases. Thus the combination of these two 

techniques is used here to determine the crystalline nature of 

the films. 

 
Fig. 4 X-ray diffraction patterns (a) grazing angle, (b) θ-2θ of zinc nitride thin 

films deposited on quartz substrate at 315°C substrate temperatures. 

The polycrystalline nature of the film is depicted in figure 4 (a). 

Peaks at 31.7, 34.3, 36.6, 39, 43.3, 47.4, 56.5, 63 and 67.8 

degree corresponding to the (222), (321), (400), (411), (332), 

(431), (600), (622) and (543) planes respectively of cubic zinc 

nitride agrees with the JCPDS file (Card no. 00-035-0762). The 

θ-2θ scan, figure 4 (b), reveals the out of plane orientation 

along {321} direction. We can thus infer that the as deposited 

films are polycrystalline with preferred orientation along {321} 

direction. 

 The surface morphology of the zinc nitride film deposited 

on glass substrate at the same conditions which was used to 

grow the channel layer for the bottom-gate TFT is showed in 

figure 5. The film was grown at 315 °C with the saturated 

condition of both the ALD precursors. It is clear from the 

surface SEM image that the film was uniform and pinhole free 

and also having a less identified grain boundary. This can make 

a positive impact on the electrical properties of the zinc nitride 

as channel layer. 

3.4 Optical Properties 

Figure 6 shows the absorption spectrum of a 50 nm thick zinc 

nitride film deposited on glass substrate at 315°C with the 

saturation pulsing condition. The film shows a high 

transparency in the wide range of visible light.  

 The optical bandgap of the material is found to be ca. 3.1 

eV as calculated from the Tauc plot, as shown in the inset of the 

figure 6. 

 
Fig. 5 Surface SEM image of the zinc nitride film used as channel layer in 

bottom-gate configuration was grown on glass substrate. 

3.5 Electrical Properties 

Electrical properties of the as deposited films were studied with 

standard Hall measurements in ambient condition at room 

temperature. The as grown Zn3N2 films showed n-type 

conductivity with carrier concentration in the order of 1018 cm-

3. The Hall mobility and resistivity of the material was found to 

be ca. 4-6 cm2/Vs and ca. 10-3 Ω-cm respectively. Since the 

resistivity depends highly on the thickness, all electrical 

measurements were performed on film with thickness ca. 50 nm 

deposited on glass substrates.  

  
Fig. 6 Absorption spectrum of the ALD grown zinc nitride film on glass substrate 

deposited at 315°C. Inset: Tauc plot for the bandgap determination. 

3.6 Characteristics of the zinc nitride TFT 

Bottom-gate TFT was fabricated on moderately conducting Si 

substrates that in turn also served as the back contact of the 

device. For gate dielectric we used 300 nm of ALD grown 

Al2O3, deposited inside the same reactor. ALD grown Zn3N2 

channel layer of ca. 50 nm thickness was deposited under 
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saturated dose condition at 315oC. Two Ag metal contacts were 

deposited as source and drain electrode. Figure 7 (a) shows the 

output characteristics, i.e. drain current (IDS) vs drain to source 

voltage (VDS), of the as fabricated transistor with channel length 

and width of 200 µm and 3800 µm respectively. This device 

clearly shows saturation characteristics under varied gate to 

source voltage. At VGS = 0 V, there is a non-negligible current 

that flows through the channel under varying VDS. This reflects 

and confirms the high carrier concentration in the channel. 

Therefore hereinafter we operate the transistor only under 

depletion-mode. 

 The field effect mobility (µFE) of the Zn3N2 channel layer 

was estimated from the TFT characteristics using the following 

equation for the operation of the transistor in the saturation 

region2, 37, 38: 

���,��� �
	



��������

���������
�

�
  (1) 

where CAl2O3 is the capacitance per unit area of the insulating 

Al2O3 layer. The CAl2O3 of 300 nm thick Al2O3 layer was 

calculated as 27 nF/cm2 using the relation CAl2O3 = εAl2O3/d,( 

εAl2O3 = εr ×  ε0 = 9 × 8.854 × 10-12 F/m)37, 39, 40, where d is the 

thickness and εr is the dielectric constant (or relative 

permittivity) of the Al2O3 insulating layer and ε0 is free space 

permittivity. Here we assumed the dielectric constant value of 

the ALD grown Al2O3 at 250°C, to be 939, 40.  

 To determine the threshold voltage (Vth), the transistor 

transfer characteristics curve, as shown in the figure 7 (b), was 

derived from the output characteristics curve. The square root 

of drain current (IDS
1/2) at constant drain to source voltage (VDS 

= 30V and 45V) was shown as a function of varying gate bias 

voltage (VGS) along with the drain current (IDS). The threshold 

voltage (Vth) was calculated by fitting a straight line to the plot 

of IDS
1/2 versus VGS at the constant VDS of 30 Volts and 45 Volts 

respectively. The derived Vth is ca. 9.8-10 Volts as shown in the 

figure 7 (b). 

 At VDS = 45 V and VGS = 40 V, the IDS,sat value is found to 

be 370 µA. Hence using equation 1, the field effect mobility 

(µFE) of the channel layer is obtained to be 1.6 cm2/Vs. 

Noteworthy here; the calculated field effect mobility (µFE) is 

found similar to the one derived from the Hall measurement 

(µHall = 5 cm2/Vs) though there was a little difference between 

the measured and calculate value of mobility which may be due 

to the leakage current from the gate through the dielectric layer 

which also reported by Nunez et. al2.  

  

 
 

Fig. 7 Electrical characteristics of Zn3N2 TFT: (a) Output characteristics obtained 
from the TFT with a W/L = 3800/200 for VGS varying from 0 to 40 Volts and (b) 
transfer characteristics of the TFT with a W/L = 3800/200 at VDS = 30 Volts and 

45 Volts. 

4. Conclusions 

Strongly oriented polycrystalline Zn3N2 films were deposited 

by sequential exposure of DEZ and NH3 at 315°C. The 

deposition follows the self-limiting growth characteristics. The 

reaction mechanism and the reaction pathway were studied 

using Density Functional Theory based calculation.  

As deposited films were optically transparent (Eg=3.1eV) and 

n-type in nature. A bottom gate thin film transistor was 

fabricated by ALD which showed an n-channel depletion-mode 

output characteristic with ca. 1.6 cm2/Vs field effect mobility of 

the channel layer.   
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